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Gigantic lion, *Panthera leo*, from the Pleistocene of Natodomeri, eastern Africa

Fredrick K. Manthi, Francis H. Brown, Michael J. Plavcan, and Lars Werdelin

**Abstract.**—The partial skull of a lion from Natodomeri, northwest Kenya is described. The Natodomeri sites are correlated with Member I of the Kibish Formation, dated to between 195 ka and ca. 205 ka. The skull is remarkable for its very great size, equivalent to the largest cave lions (*Panthera spelaea* [Goldfuss, 1810]) of Pleistocene Eurasia and much larger than any previously known lion from Africa, living or fossil. We hypothesize that this individual represents a previously unknown population or subspecies of lion present in the late Middle and Late Pleistocene of eastern Africa rather than being an indication of climate-driven size increase in lions of that time. This raises questions regarding the extent of our understanding of the pattern and causes of lion evolution in the Late Pleistocene.

**Introduction**

The image of the lion is pervasive in human culture from its earliest preserved expression in Paleolithic art (Clottes, 2003) to more ‘modern’ cultural manifestations (e.g., Disney’s ‘The Lion King’). In the scientific world lions are also a focus for attention (Schaller, 1972; Packer, 2015), and although not at present seriously threatened, except in India, lions are nevertheless of some conservation concern due to population declines in recent decades (Bauer et al., 2015). Yamaguchi et al. (2004) reviewed the broad-scale evolution of lions and Barnett et al. (2014) and Bertola et al. (2016) have discussed their recent population history. These publications have shown that lions originated in Africa and, apart from the small relict population in western India, are confined to that continent in the present day. In the past, however, lions (whether subspecies of *Panthera leo* [Linnaeus, 1758] or closely related but distinct species, is a matter of debate) were arguably the mammalian species that, except for humans and our commensals, had the widest geographic distribution, extending from South Africa, across Eurasia and all the way to the eastern seaboard of North America. Ironically, the Late Pleistocene history of lions is far better known from phyleogeography than from fossils, while the fossil record of lions is better known in North America and Eurasia than in Africa.

In Africa, the fossil record of lions comprises a few records from eastern African late Pliocene and early Pleistocene sites and a small number of Middle and Late Pleistocene sites in North and South Africa (Hendey, 1974; Klein, 1986; Werdelin and Peigné, 2010; Geraads, 2012). Practically nothing is known of lion evolution in eastern Africa during the Middle and Late Pleistocene. Herein, we describe and discuss a partial lion skull from Natodomeri in northern Kenya, dated to ca. 196 ka BP. The specimen is interesting not only as the first Kenyan lion fossil found in this time, but also because of its very great size, with measureable skull parameters showing it to be among the largest lion skulls known (including North American and Eurasian fossil lions, which are known to have been on average considerably larger than the extant lion).

Carnivore body mass (using lower carnassial length as proxy; see Van Valkenburgh, 1990) in relation to latitude and climate has been studied by Klein (1986) and Klein and Scott (1989). These authors found that carnivore body mass generally follows 'Bergmann’s Rule,' with larger individuals occurring at higher latitudes and during colder phases of the glacial cycles. Lions were included in the latitudinal study and the results showed that the correlation between carnassial length and latitude (proxy for temperature) in lions was low but significant, and would have been higher if the sexes had been separated in the analysis. A later study on size fluctuation during glacial-interglacial cycles was carried out on spotted hyenas (*Crocuta* spp.), and lions may have conformed to the same pattern. With this background, finding the largest lion skull in Africa near the equator is unexpected.

Natodomeri is located between settlements at the Kenyan police posts of Kibish and Lokomarinyang. It lies in the Ilemi Triangle, a region that has been administered by Kenya since at least the 1950s. The name applies to a small ephemeral stream that cuts through a northeast-trending ridge at ~425 m in elevation that is underlain by Pleistocene strata, and exposes these strata from ~35.65°E to 35.80°E (Fig. 1).

**Geologic setting**

The Natodomeri area was first noted as being fossiliferous by K.W. Butzer, who visited it during work of the International
Omo Research Expedition in 1968. The helicopter pilot, D. Woodhead, and Dr. Butzer’s wife, Elisabeth, collected partial elephant molars at two sites designated Natodomeri I and Natodomeri II (K.W. Butzer and V.J. Maglio, unpublished manuscript, undated). Butzer located Natodomeri I at 5.1333°N, 35.7773°E, adjacent to the stream itself; and he placed Natodomeri II at 5.15°N, 35.8°E, farther to the east. He correctly assigned both sites to the Kibish Formation. In the unpublished report, he described a section 13.2 m thick at Natodomeri I and a section 18.2 m thick at Natodomeri II. The upper four meters of the section at Natodomeri II were ascribed to Member IV of the Kibish Formation. Unionid shells from the upper part of the older section at Natodomeri II yielded a 14C age >35,000 years (Butzer et al., 1972).

The section at Natodomeri is <15 m thick and comprises principally sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones with discontinuous mollusk-bearing layers. Two of these mollusk-bearing layers are prominent near the base of the section, but even these are locally absent. Bivalves are especially prominent in these beds. One layer is especially rich in Etheria, and the other in unionids. Mollusk-bearing beds are also present higher in the section, and these contain gastropods in addition to the bivalves. Bedding is poorly expressed in most outcrops because the outcrops are weathered, but sparse cliff sections show that at least some of the units are thin bedded, with repeated small-scale fining-upward beds typical of deposits from annual floods, similar to those described by Brown and Fuller (2008) in the Kibish Formation, where they are particularly well developed at the base of Member II and the base of Member III.

The top of the section is defined by a tuff that is present in two layers (K16-1081), the lower of which is 0.3 m thick, overlain by a 5 cm sandstone containing Melanoides and small bivalves, followed by the upper layer that is 2 m thick (K16-1083). A Late Pleistocene or recent gravel 0.5–1 m thick makes up the top of this local section. Farther west, this tuff (K16-1076) is 1.9 m thick where exposed in a small gully.

Probable relations between the Kibish Formation in its type area, located ~35 km northeast of Natodomeri, and at Natodomeri are shown in Figure 2. The KHS Tuff, present in both areas, forms a secure link between the two areas.
places, the KHS Tuff is underlain by thin-bedded strata, which, in the type area of the Kibish Formation, lie disconformably on the strata of Member I. On this basis, the fossils from Natodomeri are ascribed to Member I of the Kibish Formation, the age of which Brown and Fuller (2008) estimated to be between 195 ka and ca. 205 ka. Similar bivalve-bearing layers are present in both localities, but are absent in members II and III of the Kibish Formation in its type area.

The KHS Tuff is a very widespread unit (see Brown et al., 2012), correlative with the WAVT (Waidedo Vitric Tuff) in the Ethiopian Rift Valley and with a tuff at Kulkuletti, Ethiopia, for which Morgan and Renne (2008) regarded the most likely eruption age to be 183 ± 10 ka. Brown et al. (2012) estimated its age at 172 ka, and this sets a minimum age on the section at Natodomeri. It is more difficult to place a maximum age on the section, but if the arguments concerning Kibish Member I in Brown et al. (2012) are correct, the entire section from which fossils were collected is between 195 and 205 ka old.

At the time of deposition of Member I of the Kibish Formation, the region between the Hamar Kokke Range and Lorienetom was a vast plain ~60–65 km wide. It was, we think, still uninterrupted by the Korath Range, for which we still have only one date of 91 ± 15 ka (Jicha and Brown, 2014) on one of the younger flows. Most deposition for the past 4 Ma has been on either side of a basement high that runs down the center of the low area (Mammo, 2012), with the Korath Range as a constructional feature near the north end of the basement high.

Deposition of Member I of the Kibish Formation took place on a delta of the Omo River when the northern margin of Lake Turkana was situated far north of its present position, and quite likely extended into the valley of the Usno River. Depending on the lake level, the position of the northern shoreline shifted by many tens of kilometers, as is shown by the location of a tuff of the Errum Formation (de Heinzelin, 1983) that correlates with a tuff in Member I of the Kibish Formation. Thus, in the ca. 10 ka over which the member was deposited, the position the shoreline could have moved by at least 40 km. This may seem extreme, but consider that in the last 10 ka, the northern margin of the lake has moved over 100 km southward, and between 1973 and 1989 the margin moved 16 km southward, so response to small changes in inflow water can result in very rapid changes in the position of the shoreline.

At times, there was sufficient water in local low areas to support large populations of bivalves, but it is likely that these areas were highly localized because the bivalve-bearing units are discontinuous at approximately the same elevation laterally. It is likely that the region was heavily vegetated, as is the case of the Omo delta today, and thus could have supported large populations of herbivores. Higher ground was not far from Natodomeri because it is less than 15 km from the fossil sites to Lorienetom, and only a few km from the sites to areas 5 m or so above the highest known outcrops. The presence of stone artifacts suggests that at least during some intervals, Homo sapiens Linnaeus, 1758 inhabited the delta plain or delta margin itself.

Materials and methods

In 2014, F.K. Manthi was introduced to the Natodomeri sites by F.H. Brown. In 2015, a small team of the West Turkana Palaeo Project (WTTP) led by F.K. Manthi spent four days at the sites, during which 156 fossils were recovered, including the lion specimen under discussion here. The specimen, designated KNM-ND 59673, is housed in the Paleontology Section, National Museums of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya. It has been compared with material housed in the osteological collections of the National Museums of Kenya and the Swedish Museum of Natural History, Stockholm, Sweden. Measurement data used here were collected by LW using digital calipers, complemented by data from the files of the late B. Kurtén, curated by LW (see Supporting Information).

Institutional abbreviations.—Institutions: KNM, National Museums of Kenya; NRM, Swedish Museum of Natural History.

Systematic paleontology

Anatomical abbreviations and measurements.—LP3, WP3, length and width, respectively, of third upper premolar; LP4, length of upper carnassial; WaP4 width at protocone of upper carnassial; m1 lower carnassial; PL, length of palate from anterior
to upper incisors to posterior end of palatine; BL, basilar length from anterior to upper incisors to anterior end of foramen magnum.

Order Carnivora Bowdich, 1821
Family Felidae Fischer von Waldheim, 1817
Genus Panthera Oken, 1816
Panthera leo (Linnaeus, 1758)

Figure 3

Holotype.—None designated.

Remarks.—The taxonomy of Felidae recently has been revised by Kitchener et al. (2017).

Description of specimen.—The specimen (Fig. 3) is a heavily damaged and abraded partial skull of a mature, but not old (judging by dental wear) adult individual lacking the zygomatic arches, occipital region, and most of the basicranium. It includes most of the splanchnocranium, including premaxillae, maxillae, and palatine, although most bones are broken and sutures cannot be distinguished. Partial frontals and parietals are also present, including a part of the occipital crest. The basicranium retains posterior parts of the temporal and basisphenoid, including the damaged left mastoid process. Remains of the dentition include the right canine alveolus and damaged P3-P4, and roots of left canine and P3. The neurocranium is very slightly angled relative to the splanchnocranium. In anterior view, it can be seen that the

Figure 3. KNM-ND 59673, partial skull of Panthera leo from Natodomeri in (top) right lateral and (bottom) occlusal views.
skull has been crushed transversely such that the right maxilla is angled medially (from dorsal to ventral).

The P3 has lost enamel on the mesiolingual edge and is damaged distally and distolingually. It is a robust tooth lacking a mesial accessory cusp. The main cusp is tall and slightly worn. The distal accessory cusp is prominent, set free from the main cusp, and followed distally by a cusplet on the distal cingulum. Enough remains of the tooth to obtain an accurate measure of length, while the width of the tooth can only be estimated. The P4 has sustained more damage than P3. The parastyle is chipped and broken, the protocone apex is broken, the paracone is nearly entirely lost except for a small part of the distolinguinal face, and the metastyle is buccally and distally damaged. Thus, for all intents and purposes, what remains of this tooth is its outline. However, the mesial end can be estimated by the better-preserved distal P3 and an assumption that the two teeth abut. The distal end can be estimated by the distal end of the alveolus, together with comparisons with extant lions and the difference between the distal end of the alveolus and distal end of P4 in those specimens.

Thus, just enough remains to obtain minimum estimates of LP3, WP3, LP4, WpP4, PL, and BL (see Abbreviations). These measurements in turn provide estimates of various aspects of the specimen’s size and proportions (dental compared to cranial).

The specimen can be identified as feld because of the dental reduction, the relatively slender P3 with prominent distal accessory cusp, and the reduced protoconid on the upper carnassial. It can be identified as Felinae (conical-toothed cat) rather than Machairodontinae (sabretooth cat) based on the relatively robust upper cheek teeth and the oval upper canine. It can be identified as lion, Panthera leo, based on size, because lion is the largest of the Felinae in Africa and there is no reason based on the present material to hypothesize the presence of any previously unknown Felinae species on the continent in the late Middle Pleistocene.

**Metric analysis.—** The measurement data for the specimen are given in Table 1, together with our estimated uncertainty for each one. Summary statistics on the measurement data of the comparative samples are given in Table 2 and the raw data in Supporting Information. In the following we focus attention on two measurements: LP3 and PL, because these are the dental and cranial measurements, respectively, that are the most accurate, and, at the very least, were no smaller than the values given. The sample size for *Panthera spelaea* PL is very small (N = 3). This has no important bearing on the conclusions, but to increase veracity BL is also included. This measurement is probably somewhat less accurate than PL, but is available for more specimens of *Panthera spelaea*.

**Table 1.** Measurement data for KNM-ND 59673. All measurements are minimum estimates. Uncertainty legend: *** fairly accurate, error estimated to ≤1%; ** reasonably accurate, error estimated to >1% ≤2%; * poorly accurate: error estimated to >2%. Importantly, since all measurements are minimum estimates, the analyses will also provide minimum estimates of the overall size of the specimen. For abbreviations, see Material and Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value (mm)</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP3</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP4</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Basic statistics for the three comparative taxa and four variables used in the paper. Raw data are given in Supplementary Information. For abbreviations, see Material and Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Panthera leo</th>
<th>Panthera spelaea</th>
<th>Panthera atrox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP3</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>1.851</td>
<td>2.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP4</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>2.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>142.2</td>
<td>178.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>14.090</td>
<td>12.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>268.7</td>
<td>326.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>24.576</td>
<td>29.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selected measurements were analyzed using box-and-whisker plots (Fig. 4). The plot of LP3 (Fig. 4.1) shows extant *P. leo* to have a much shorter P3 than the two fossil species, *P. atrox* (Leidy, 1853) and *P. spelaea*. This is, of course, well known and corroborated by the t-tests (Table 3). The difference between the two fossil species is not significant. The length of the P3 of KNM-ND 59673 is greater than all but one of the extant lions in the comparative sample. The latter specimen is unfortunately of unknown origin. It should be noted that lions from South Africa are relatively underrepresented in the sample, and if Bergmann’s Rule holds for lions, as suggested by Klein (1986), the largest lions would be expected to come from there. The South African lions included are among the largest in the sample. Figure 4.1 also shows that P3 length in KNM-ND 59673 lies within the 4th quartile of both *P. atrox* and *P. spelaea*, although it is not among the very largest. Thus, P3 in KNM-ND 59673 is unusually long for an extant lion, but within the range of variation of the species.

The relationships seen for P3 length also largely apply to P4 length, although it is noteworthy that P4 is relatively much shorter than P3 in comparison to the other samples (Fig. 4.2). It is still longer than most specimens of *P. leo*, but does not lie outside the 95% confidence interval of that taxon. Relative to *P. atrox* and *P. spelaea*, the P4 of KNM-ND 59673 is well below median length.

The same relationships between the comparative samples apply to the variables PL and BL as to LP3 (Fig. 4.3, 4.4). These measurements in KNM-ND 59673 are, however, substantially larger than those of any extant lion. Compared to *P. spelaea*, KNM-ND 59673 is larger than all available specimens with a measurable PL (N = 3 only) and BL (N = 9). Compared to the much larger samples of *P. atrox*, KNM-ND 59673 is larger than all but two for both PL and BL. These comparisons show that in terms of skull length, KNM-ND 59673 is of the size of a large specimen of *P. atrox*, which in turn was a much larger species than the extant *P. leo*.
In summary, the size of KNM-ND 59673 greatly exceeds that of extant lions for skull length and is among the largest for P3 length. Taken together, these observations indicate that skull length was larger relative to P3 length than in extant lions and possibly also the extinct species, though the latter is more difficult to demonstrate.

**Discussion**

The lion fossil described herein is an isolated find. Despite this, its great size and the geographic location of the site require some discussion of the conditions that could have led to these circumstances. The BL of KNM-ND 59673 lies more than 4.5
standard deviations from the mean of our sample of modern lion, so the specimen cannot be reasonably attributed to the modern form. Alternatively, the great size of KNM-ND 59673 can be accounted for in three ways: (1) it represents an extinct species distinct from, but closely related to, Panthera leo; (2) it represents the result of body size tracking climate change in the Middle and Late Pleistocene, but does not represent a distinct population or subspecies; (3) it represents an extinct, distinct population or subspecies that was substantially larger than any modern population or subspecies within Panthera leo.

None of these alternatives can be definitively ruled out. However, alternative 1 must be considered very unlikely given the fossil record of lions in Africa, as summarized in Yamaguchi et al. (2004). Fossil lions dating back as far as 2 Ma are morphologically indistinguishable from modern lions (Werdelin and Lewis, 2005, 2013; Werdelin and Peigné, 2010; Werdelin and Dehghani, 2011) and, except for KNM-ND 59673, fall within the size range of the modern species, taking into account its entire geographic range. The fossil record is notoriously fickle, but any extinct and much larger species would be expected to have a significant temporal extent (measured in hundreds of thousands of years at least), and although sampling in the latest Middle and Late Pleistocene is comparatively poor, that of the East African (and particularly Kenyan) early Pleistocene is quite good, which makes it unlikely that a such a distinct species of lion would have left no trace in the known fossil record.

With regard to alternative 2, the work of Klein (1986) showed that there is some change in m1 size (the proxy used for body size) with latitude in modern lions, with lions at high latitude (and colder climate) being somewhat larger than lions living closer to the equator. The difference is slight, however (~3%; see Klein, 1986, fig. 17). In the present case, the difference in BL is >40% and it is highly unlikely that climate differences between present-day Kenya and that of 200,000 years ago could explain such a large difference. This is especially true because the age of the Natodomeri lion specimen places it close to the end of Marine Isotope Stage 7, at a time when climate was cooler than today but still far from glacial. It could be argued that P3 and P4 length differ much less from extant lions than BL in KNM-ND 59673, and thus that skull size might be more susceptible to size increase with cold climate than dental size. Our data do indeed show allometry, in that BL increases faster than LP4 with increasing size (slope of reduced major axis regression 1.641 for log10 data). However, even with this allometry accounted for, a modern lion with LP3 of 38.3 mm would be expected to have a BL of ~300–310 mm, not the 380 mm that is the case with the specimen under study. We thus consider a purely climate-driven explanation for the great size of the specimen unlikely.

Alternative 3, although not at present susceptible to proof, seems the most plausible of the three. Phylogeographic studies of extant lion (Barnett et al., 2014; Bertola et al., 2016) indicate that extant lion haplotypes diversified 120.2–384.8 ka, which brackets the date for the Natodomeri lion. If the mean divergence estimate of 244.8 ka is correct (Bertola et al., 2016; fig. 3), the Natodomeri lion could hypothetically represent a haplotype that was sister taxon to all extant lion haplotypes. Interestingly, Natodomeri lies in the overlap between the two major haplogroups (‘north’ and ‘south’) of Bertola et al. (2016). Therefore, alternative but somewhat less likely hypotheses are that the Natodomeri lion was sister taxon to all extant lions within either the ‘south’ group of Bertola et al. (2016), the diversification of which is dated to 90.3–300.6 ka (mean: 189.2 ka) or the ‘north’ group, dated to 71.6–239.7 ka (mean: 147.6 ka).

As noted, fossils from the late Middle and Late Pleistocene are poorly documented in eastern Africa and since a genetically distinct population or subspecies could be temporarily quite ephemeral the likelihood that it would be sampled is much reduced from that of a species. That such a population may have existed could be due to greater biomass of megafauna in the late Middle and Late Pleistocene than at present, sustaining a population of very large lions. Occurrence of abundant megafauna, such as the giant buffalo Syncerus antiquus (Duverney, 1851) (see Faith, 2014 for a discussion of Late Pleistocene extinctions in Africa) at this time may also have led to the evolution of a larger lions to exploit this resource more extensively than today.

**Conclusions**

This paper describes KNM-ND 59673, from the late Middle Pleistocene of Natodomeri, northeastern Kenya, the partial skull of a lion of much greater size than any alive today. This skull represents the first indication of the existence of a population of giant lions in the late Middle and Late Pleistocene of eastern Africa, perhaps occasioned by the presence of greater megafaunal biomass than today.

The find of KNM-ND 59673 reminds us that the Middle and Late Pleistocene of eastern Africa are still poorly studied and that surprises will still occur as sampling improves.
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